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The era of the totally-connected ship is 
upon us with major advances in onboard 
satellite technology already looking set to 
revolutionise the way shipping companies 
manage their assets. Today’s future may 
not be Big Brother placing a guiding hand 
on shipboard operations, but ‘Big Data’ 
working hard to drive through efficiencies, 
reduce costs, automate processes and help 
today’s fleets avoid expensive repairs.

A new paradigm 
The emphasis has shifted firmly away from 
ships utilising satellite communications 
for purely crew cal l ing and email 
communication needs, to vessels now fully 
embracing the power of the internet, as well 
as using available applications to meet their 
ever-changing operational needs.

New broadband services are coming 
online which will help shipping companies 
reduce costs but shipping industry 
leaders need to continue to adapt their 
own demands to remain competitive in a 
dramatically changing global supply chain 
and technology-driven society.

The shipping industry needs to change 
how it thinks about connectivity and 
content delivery with the maritime industry 
facing exploding demand for broadband 
connectivity at sea accessed via mobile 
devices. This trend is being driven by the 
entrance of digital natives into the seafaring 
workforce.

Trends on land that are forcing cell 
phone companies to sell access by the 
gigabyte are starting to transfer to maritime 
services. Services for data access at sea need 
to address increasing operational demand 
as well as the threat that crew’s broadband 
data usage could overwhelm a vessel’s data 
network. Simply adding bandwidth capacity 
and data speed is not enough as there are 
always new ways to fill up that capacity.

Indeed, the efficiencies of a well-
connected ship are there to see. Better email 
and voice communication between seafarers 
and their colleagues ashore can help a ship 
plan its voyages; a factor which is only 
enhanced through the effective transmission 
of electronic charts, chart updates, and 
current weather conditions, as well as route 
planning from ship to shore. Added benefits 
being lower fuel consumption as well as 
reduced greenhouse gas emissions.

Connectivity
Enhanced connectivity also has its 
administrative savings by moving form 
completion, database entry and other such 
tasks ashore where the work is less costly 
to complete. But major savings are already 
being seen in enhanced vessel machinery 
monitoring, assistance routine scheduling 
which leads to more targeted preventative 
maintenance.

Shore-based IT experts can also use 
broadband connectivity to remotely access 
and repair onboard computers as well as 
deliver automatic, over-the-air programme 
and anti-virus, software updates.

Costs have started to fall too. Satcom 
costs have traditionally been roughly 0.3% 
of a vessel’s operating cost but an efficient, 
effective and managed network can help 
save 10% or more on vessel expenses 
through operational efficiency, performance 
optimisation, regulatory compliance, and 
crew training and retention.

Challenges are still there to be faced 
such as finding ways to recruit and retain 
the right people onboard ship and internet 
connectivity has a role to play. 

Shipping connection
Shipping is an industry fighting to reduce 
crew turnover and improve training of its 
seafarer asset. Attracting and retaining 

quality crew is still a major challenge facing 
shipping industry leaders with a tech-savvy, 
digital native crew being asked to work 
on increasingly sophisticated equipment 
against increasingly complex regulatory 
expectations. Shipboard equipment is 
becoming more complex, and with a lack 
of equipment standardisation in many 
areas, such as Electronic Chart Display and 
Information Systems (ECDIS), seafarers 
can be left wanting if the right level of 
shore-based support is not there. 

Socially, the internet is becoming more 
important to the daily lives of the industry’s 
1.5 million seafarers who are demanding 
better communication connections to home 
and they want to enjoy social media and 
the internet at sea, as well as have access to 
news, movie and TV entertainment. They 
also want better training and professional 
development.

Today’s crew can enjoy video and TV 
entertainment services piped directly 
to their hand-held devices, including 
the reception of news, sporting events, 
television shows, movies, and commercial-
free music, as well as have access to 
the internet  and affordable voice 
communications services enabling them to 
stay in touch with their family and friends 
ashore; all good news for those spending 
long months away from home. 

Tackling regulation
Efforts are underway to improve a ship’s 
ability to comply with the demands of 
international regulations. New MARPOL 
regulations limiting ships’ emission in 
classified Emission Control Areas are 
putting added pressure on the need for 
vessel slow steaming and complicated 
fuel changing procedures. These are 
all shipboard operations which require 
increased and enhanced seafarer training. 
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The advent of the Maritime Labour 

Convention has also placed the ship and 
the shore under the watchful eye of port 
state control officers, keen to ensure the 
working and social needs of the seafarer 
are strictly adhered to: again, drawing on 
the importance of the internet at sea for 
recreational as well as business uses.

Shipping is facing an era of increased 
regulation, which will continue for the 
foreseeable future: in addition to mandated 
regulations, the industry’s dependence on 
attracting a new generation of seafarers, 
invest in their training, and then retain their 
services is creating significant pressure to 
upgrade crew’s connectivity services and 
access to the internet.

Training packages have and are being 
produced to meet shipping industry needs 

and through the involvement of KVH, can 
be sent to each ship simultaneously.

Multicasting
There was a growing trend towards the 

use of multicasting, where one transmission 
sends files to all vessels. These are cached on 
an onboard server for immediate access by 
all onboard.

With the move towards managed 
networks onboard ships comes the need 
by ship owners and operators for greater 
transparency in understanding how much 
data is being used and how much is needed. 
Owners and operators want clarity in usage 
trends and also want to better understand 
the implications of data use.

This is why the industry is looking 
towards the efficiency of multicasting. 
Whether it is chart updates, movies, 
weather data files, training packages or 
news, being able to multicast all at the same 
time, and in so doing, utilise the unused 
data space in the communication pipe 
means a ship receives everything it needs 
while the owners avoid massive cost. 

Multicasting reduces a crew’s demand 
for data, but also frees up the shipboard 
network for critical real-time interaction 
and communication. It’s a key factor for 
feeding the shipping industry’s hunger for 
data while also keeping costs firmly under 
control.

About the organisation

KVH Industr ies  i s  a  l eading 
manufacturer of solutions that provide 
global high-speed internet, television, 
and voice services via satellite to 
mobile users at sea and on land. These 
solutions include the mini-VSAT 
Broadband network, TracPhone 
satellite communications systems, and 
TracVision satellite television systems. 
KVH is also a premier manufacturer 
of high performance sensors and 
integrated inertial systems for defence 
and commercia l  guidance and 
stabilisation applications.

Enquiries

KVH Headquarters
50 Enterprise Center
Middletown, RI 02842 USA

 Tel: +1 401 847-3327
 Fax: +1 401 849-0045

E-mail: info@kvh.com
http://www.kvh.com/
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